INTRODUCTION
============

The nuclear lamina is a complex protein network underlying the inner nuclear membrane in metazoan cells. The major structural proteins of the lamina are type V intermediate filament (IF) proteins, the nuclear lamins ([@B1]; [@B15]; [@B23]; [@B50]). Lamins are classified as A-type lamins (LA, LC) and B-type lamins (LB1, LB2) based on their sequences and structural properties ([@B21]; [@B20]). LA and LC are derived from the single *LMNA* gene by alternative splicing ([@B41]). LB1 and LB2 are encoded by two genes, *LMNB1* and *LMNB2* ([@B31]; [@B3]; [@B42]; [@B47]). In embryonic stem cells, only LB1 and LB2 are abundantly expressed ([@B10]; [@B13]). LB1 continues to be expressed in all cell types throughout development, whereas LA/C and LB2 expression varies across tissues ([@B66]; [@B59]). A large number of mutations in the *LMNA* gene causing a wide range of genetic disorders, collectively called laminopathies, often cause misshapen nuclei accompanied by significant changes in chromatin organization ([@B64]).

The lamina provides structural support to the nuclear envelope (NE) and is connected to the cytoskeleton through linker of nucleoskeleton to cytoskeleton (LINC) complexes, which span the nuclear membranes ([@B51]). The structural roles of lamins include maintenance of nuclear shape, nuclear positioning, and genome organization. In spite of the important role that lamins play in nuclear structure and function, their organization and structural properties in nuclei have remained elusive. In most somatic cells, the lamina was first described as a thin, electron-dense layer underlying the nuclear membranes, although in some cell types, a thicker structure is apparent ([@B14]). Electron microscopic images of the native lamina or ectopically expressed lamins in *Xenopus* oocyte nuclei or in nuclei assembled in egg extracts have demonstrated that lamins form meshwork structures at the nucleoplasmic face of the NE ([@B1]; [@B72]; [@B22]; [@B24]). Due to the high density of lamins, chromatin, and other proteins at the nuclear periphery, teasing out details of their structures in somatic cells has proven to be difficult. Three-dimensional structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) and confocal microscopy studies have suggested that some lamin isoforms appear to be organized into meshworks in the lamina of mouse and human cell nuclei ([@B62]; [@B64]).

Cytoplasmic IFs form 10-nm fibers organized into complex networks with important roles in regulating the mechanical properties of the cytoplasm ([@B26]). Similar to all cytoskeletal IF proteins, lamins have an α-helical central rod domain flanked by short, globular N-terminal "head" and long C-terminal "tail" domains ([@B58]). In vitro, lamins form coiled-coil dimers through interactions of their central rod domains, which further associate end to end to form polar head-to-tail protofilaments ([@B30]; [@B67]). These head-to-tail protofilaments associate laterally in a half-staggered, antiparallel manner to form apolar tetrameric filaments that ultimately interact to form paracrystalline arrays ([@B30]; [@B67]; [@B2]). In spite of the relatively detailed information on lamin structure in vitro, little is known about their native supramolecular structures in the lamina in intact cells.

Lamins and their associated proteins organize chromatin into functional domains called lamina-associated domains (LADs) at the nuclear periphery ([@B25]; [@B75]). Whereas numerous studies have indicated that LA and LB1 interact largely with the same regions of chromatin, other studies have suggested that the distribution of lamin--chromatin interactions is more complex ([@B75]; [@B13]; [@B52]; [@B46], [@B45]; [@B29]; [@B74]). To begin to understand the functions of the lamins, especially with respect to their roles in chromatin organization and gene expression, it is important to determine the types of supramolecular structures they form in the nuclear lamina of somatic cells. A major unresolved issue concerning lamina supramolecular structure is how the four lamin isoforms are organized and whether or not each of the isoforms exists as a distinct polymer network. Previously, we demonstrated by confocal microscopy that A- and B-type lamins formed separate but interacting meshworks of fibrils within the lamina of HeLa cell nuclei ([@B64]). Another study by deconvolution microscopy demonstrated that LA and LC were localized in partially distinct regions within the lamina ([@B37]). If each of the lamin isoforms is organized into a distinct network in the lamina, it is also important to know whether these networks interact with or influence each other. To begin to address these questions and provide a more complete picture of lamin organization and structure in normal cells, we carried out a detailed examination of each lamin isoform using 3D-SIM, computational image analysis, and quantitative meshwork characterization.

RESULTS
=======

Lamin isoforms are organized into distinct supramolecular structures in the nuclear lamina
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the structural relationship of each lamin isoform to the others in a single cell type, we colocalized pairs of all four lamin isoforms in immortalized mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs) by immunofluorescence with specific antibodies to each isoform. Because the lamins are densely packed in the lamina, achieving adequate resolution of the different isoforms required the use of 3D-SIM (see *Materials and Methods*). Imaging the entire lamina at the resolution achievable with 3D-SIM was challenging due to the high degree of curvature of the nuclear surface in most cultured cells. However, the relatively flat nuclei of MEFs compared with nuclei of other cell types allowed us to focus on large areas of the lamina. Our reconstructed 3D-SIM images of double-labeled nuclei showed that in all staining combinations, each lamin isoform appeared to be mostly distinct from the other lamin isoforms ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). However, in some areas of the lamina, a small amount of overlap between lamin isoforms could be seen.

![Colocalization of lamin isoforms in MEFs using indirect immunofluorescence and 3D-SIM. Specific antibodies for pairs of lamin isoforms in all combinations. (A, B) LB1/LA, (C, D) LB2/LA, (E, F) LB1/LB2, (G, H) LB1/LC, (I, J) LB2/LC, and (K, L) LA/LC. The areas indicated by white squares in A, C, E, G, I, and K are magnified approximately fivefold along each edge in B, D, F, H, J, and L, respectively. Scale bar, 5 μm.](4075fig1){#F1}

The patterns of LA and LB1 in the lamina appeared as networks of short, fibrous structures with some discontinuous patches ([Figure 1, B, D, F, H, and L](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, LB2 and LC appeared predominantly as discrete spots or islands of short fibers ([Figure 1, D, F, H, and J](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and Supplemental Figure S1), although the spots often had a "beads-on-a-string" appearance (Supplemental Figure S1, arrows). This spotty staining pattern could be due to either antibody accessibility or an inability of LC and LB2 to form connected networks in MEFs. To differentiate between these possibilities, we expressed mEmerald-tagged lamins in MEFs and imaged the resulting supramolecular structures by 3D-SIM. The images of fixed cells showed that all mEmerald-lamins formed apparently continuous networks in the lamina, with linear structures clearly visible ([Figure 2, B, E, H, and K](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This result supports the likelihood that the spotty staining patterns of LB2 and LC obtained by immunofluorescence were due to issues with antibody accessibility.

![mEmerald-lamin isoforms localized by 3D-SIM. mEmerald-tagged lamins were transiently expressed in immortalized MEFs, followed by fixation. (A) Emerald-LA, (D) Emerald-LB1, (G) Emerald-LC, and (J) Emerald-LB2. The areas indicated by white squares are enlarged approximately fivefold along each edge in B, E, H, and K. Detected meshworks from automated computer image analysis (C, F, I, L) are overlaid in magenta on the respective magnified region. (M) A lamin meshwork is illustrated depicting a junction, an edge, and a face. (N) Distributions of the areas of faces in square micrometers of the Emerald-lamin fusions on the *y*-axis vs. the corresponding distribution of face areas from the immunofluorescence on the *x*-axis in q-q plots. The blue x's indicate the 10th through 90th matched percentiles in decade intervals. The 50th percentile, or median, is indicated by black lines. The red line is a linear regression from the 25th to the 75th percentile with slope as indicated. A dotted gray line indicates a line with slope of 1 and an intercept of 0. Scale bar, 5 μm.](4075fig2){#F2}

The lamins form similar meshwork structures in the lamina
---------------------------------------------------------

The high density of lamins in the 3D-SIM images made it difficult to visually discern details of their overall structures. To obtain quantitative information on the properties of the lamin networks observed by antibody localization and mEmerald-tagged lamins, we subjected the reconstructed 3D-SIM images to computational image analysis. To minimize artifacts from nuclear envelope curvature, we focused our analysis on the bottom surface of the nucleus, which was flat and parallel to the coverslip. Before segmentation, the *z*-slice containing the bottom surface of the nucleus was processed using a steerable line filter to enhance line signals in the image ([@B17]; [@B33]). The steerable filter response was then thresholded, and the centers of the lines---derived via nonmaximal signal suppression ([@B9])---were taken as the most likely positions of the meshwork edges, that is, the lamin fibers making the meshwork ([Figure 2M](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These operations yielded almost the full meshwork, at the expense of generating gaps in the edges at junctions (intersections of two or more edges; [Figure 2M](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To close these gaps, which were usually two to three pixels, we extended the detected lines each along its direction until it encountered another line, thus identifying junctions ([Figure 2M](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To ensure that there was no oversegmentation, we then audited the resulting meshwork edges and retained only those above the quality threshold---derived from intensity levels and variations---yielding the final meshwork ([Figure 2, C, F, I, and L](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and Supplemental Figure S2; see *Materials and Methods* for more details). In the final meshwork, faces were defined as areas surrounded by edges that are themselves devoid of lamins ([Figure 2M](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, each edge is the result of a curvilinear lamin signal from junction to junction, without any knowledge of its higher-resolution structural makeup, as this information is not accessible via SIM. Although only meshworks over small areas are shown in the figures for visual clarity, the quantitative meshwork analyses discussed later were performed on entire images of the lamina region of the bottom surface of the nucleus (Supplemental Table S1 lists number of cells and number of faces analyzed for all conditions presented in this study).

First we compared the mEmerald-lamin meshworks to those obtained by immunofluorescence labeling of the endogenous protein to investigate whether the two labeling approaches revealed similar meshworks. Although LB2 and LC images appeared somewhat punctate by immunofluorescence, we reasoned that our line filtering and meshwork segmentation might be able to connect the dots and reveal the underlying meshwork for these two lamins, especially with their "beads-on-a-string" appearance. To validate this approach, we compared the face area between the two labeling modalities using quantile-quantile plots (q-q plots; [Figure 2N](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which permitted comparison of the full distribution of values instead of only one value such as the mean or median. The q-q plots also allowed us to detect differences between two distributions even if they were only at one end or the other, without global shifts in the whole distribution. This analysis revealed that the mEmerald-LB1 and immunofluorescence images of the LB1 meshworks were almost identical, whereas the mEmerald-lamin and immunofluorescence image meshworks of LA, LB2, and LC were very similar but with slightly larger faces in the mEmerald cases (slope \> 1; slopes farther from 1 indicate larger differences). These results increased our confidence in defining the structural properties of the meshworks detected by immunofluorescence, especially in the case of LB2 and LC.

Next we compared the meshwork properties between the different lamins from the two-color immunofluorescence images ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The face-area q-q plots ([Figure 3, A--F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) comparing the different lamins showed that overall they were quite similar, although with some clear differences. Specifically, LB1 exhibited larger faces than the other lamins ([Figure 3, A, C, and D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and LA in turn exhibited larger faces than LC ([Figure 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These differences in face area could be due to differences in edge length ([Figure 3, G--L](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), edge connectivity ([Figure 3, M--R](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), face shape (measured as circularity; [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), or a combination of these properties. We found that LB1 had a larger proportion of faces with greater mean edge length than LA and LC but not LB2 ([Figure 3, G, I, and J](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, LB1 tended to have more edges per face (a measure of edge connectivity) than LB2 ([Figure 3O](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, LA meshworks exhibited more edges per face than LC meshworks ([Figure 3R](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Quantile-quantile plots comparing the distribution of meshwork parameters for all lamin isoforms detected by two-color immunofluorescence. (A--F) face areas of the lamin meshworks, (G--L) mean edge length per face, and (M--R) number of edges per face. The 50th percentile, or median, is indicated by black lines. A dotted gray line indicates a line with slope of 1 and an intercept of 0. The red line is a linear regression from the 25th to the 75 percentile with slope as indicated. The slope of the red line, *m*, is indicated. The blue crosses indicate the 10th--90th matched percentiles in decade intervals. Green triangles represent the 95th, 97.5th, 98.75th, 99.38th, 99.96th, 99.99th, and 100th matched percentiles to illustrate the behavior of the upper tail of the distribution.](4075fig3){#F3}

###### 

Quantile-quantile scaling factors.

  Query                                           Reference    Face area      Edges per face   Mean edge length per face   Perimeter      Perimeter^2^   Circularity    Perimeter^2^ × circularity
  ----------------------------------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------------- --------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ----------------------------
  A. Wild-type mEmerald vs. immunofluorescence                                                                                                                          
  mEmerald-LA                                     α-LA         1.187          1.025            1.061                       1.093          1.194          [0.996]{.ul}   1.190
  mEmerald-LB1                                    α-LB1        [1.012]{.ul}   [1.000]{.ul}     [1.004]{.ul}                [1.007]{.ul}   [1.013]{.ul}   [0.997]{.ul}   [1.011]{.ul}
  mEmerald-LB2                                    α-LB2        1.190          1.036            1.054                       1.097          1.203          [0.994]{.ul}   1.197
  mEmerald-LC                                     α-LC         1.258          1.038            1.082                       1.127          1.269          0.992          1.259
  B. Wild-type lamin subtypes in the same cells                                                                                                                         
  α-LB1                                           α-LA         1.083          [1.008]{.ul}     1.030                       1.042          1.085          [1.001]{.ul}   1.086
  α-LB2                                           α-LA         [0.974]{.ul}   0.976            [1.008]{.ul}                [0.989]{.ul}   [0.977]{.ul}   [0.994]{.ul}   [0.972]{.ul}
  α-LB1                                           α-LB2        1.056          1.027            [1.008]{.ul}                1.034          1.069          [0.996]{.ul}   1.065
  α-LB1                                           α-LC         1.091          1.025            1.028                       1.052          1.107          0.989          1.095
  α-LB2                                           α-LC         1.039          [0.995]{.ul}     1.021                       1.021          1.042          [0.996]{.ul}   1.038
  α-LA                                            α-LC         1.125          1.024            1.038                       1.063          1.130          [0.997]{.ul}   1.127
  C. Lamin knockouts vs. wild type                                                                                                                                      
  *Lmna*^−*/*−^ α-LB1/2                           wt α-LB1/2   1.202          1.027            1.059                       1.094          1.198          [1.001]{.ul}   1.199
  *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^ α-LA/C                           wt α-LA/C    1.341          1.095            1.067                       1.169          1.366          0.986          1.346
  *Lmnb2*^−*/*−^ α-LA/C                           wt α-LA/C    1.077          [1.008]{.ul}     1.029                       1.037          1.076          [0.997]{.ul}   1.073

The slope of a linear regression through the 25th through the 75th percentile in q-q plots represents a linear scaling factor that relates the query distribution to the reference. The scaling factor is shown for the following meshwork properties: face area, edges per face, mean edge length per face, face perimeter, and face circularity. In addition, the square of the face perimeter scaling factor and its product with the face circularity scaling factor are shown for comparison with the area scaling factor. All scaling factors are unitless. Underlined values indicate that the query and reference distributions are not significantly different by the Mann--Whitney *U* test at the 0.05 significance level with Bonferroni correction applied for 91 comparisons. (A) Meshwork properties from mEmerald are compared with properties from immunofluorescence. (B) Meshwork properties from lamin subtypes are compared against each other from the same set of cells. (C) Meshwork properties from lamin knockouts are compared against wild type using the same immunofluorescence label.

Because relative increases in mean edge length and edges per face seemed to account for the increases in face area, we developed a formula that would approximately relate these factors to each other. Given that face perimeter = mean edge length × number of edges per face, we expected the corresponding linear scaling factors (*m*) to approximately share the same relation:

Furthermore, circularity is a measure of shape that relates the face perimeter to the face area. Thus we can also relate their corresponding scaling factors:

Indeed, we see that for all of our data, the product relation ([Eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) held to yield the perimeter scaling factor, and the square of the perimeter scaling factor was closely related to the area scaling as in [Eq. 3](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, the circularity scaling factors were near 1, meaning that the overall distributions of face shapes were not changing. Instead, the faces were altered primarily because of changes in edge length or edge connectivity, measured as number of edges per face. Of note, the differences in edge length and number of edges per face seemed to vary in an uncoupled manner among lamin isoforms, suggesting that these two properties are relatively independent characteristics of the meshworks. Our present analyses suggest that we can relate most of the variations in meshwork property distributions through linear scaling factors.

Structural alterations of lamin meshworks in *Lmna*^−*/*−^ and *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^ MEFs
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our previous studies found that decreasing the amount of LB1 in cells by short hairpin RNA--mediated silencing led to an enlarging of the A-type lamin meshwork structure in HeLa cells, suggesting that the A- and B-type lamin meshworks interact in some way ([@B64]). To obtain a quantitative measure of possible lamin meshwork changes when one lamin isoform is absent, we analyzed and compared meshwork structures in MEFs derived from wild-type (wt) and *Lmna*, *Lmnb1*, and *Lmnb2* knockout mice ([@B34], [@B35]; [@B27]) by 3D-SIM ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For these experiments, we used monoclonal antibodies that recognize both LA and LC or LB1 and LB2.

![Quantitative analyses of lamin meshworks in lamin-null MEFs. Examples of 3D-SIM images of lamin meshworks and automated image analysis from (A--C) wt, (D--F) *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^, (G--I) *Lmna*^−*/*−^, and (J--L) *Lmnb*^−*/*−^MEFs. LA/C in wt, *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^, and *Lmnb2*^−*/*−^MEFs and LB1/2 in *Lmna*^−*/*−^ MEFs were localized by immunofluorescence. Areas indicated by white squares in B, E, H, and K are enlarged approximately fivefold along each edge in C, F, I, and L, respectively, and meshworks detected by automated image analysis are shown in magenta to the right of the magnified images. Scale bar, 5 μm. *Lmna*^−*/*−^, *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^, and *Lmnb2*^−*/*−^ MEFs were compared with wt MEFs with regard to (M--O) face area, (P--R) mean edge length per face, (S--U) edges per face, and (V--X) face eccentricity distributions using q-q plots. The 50th percentile, or median, is indicated by black lines. The red line is a linear regression from the 25th^to^ the 75th percentile with slope as indicated. A dotted gray line indicates a line with a slope of 1 and an intercept of 0. The blue x's indicate the 10th through 90th matched percentiles in decade intervals. Green triangles represent the 95th, 97.5th, 98.75th, 99.38th, 99.96th, 99.99th, and 100th matched percentiles to illustrate the behavior of the upper tail of the distribution. Red squares indicate the 0th, 0.63th, 0.66th, 0.69th, 0.72th, 0.76th, 0.79th, 0.83th, 0.87th, 0.91th, and 0.96th percentiles to illustrate the lower 1st percentile tail of the eccentricity distribution. Black arrows indicate positive deviations from the red line, indicating a right shift in the (N) face area for *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^ MEFs and (V) eccentricity distributions for *Lmna*^−*/*−^ MEFs.](4075fig4){#F4}

Approximately 106 of 226 nuclei of *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^ MEFs imaged by 3D-SIM showed qualitative enlargement of the LA/C meshwork faces ([Figure 4, D--F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This enlargement was supported by quantitative analysis of a representative sampling of *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^MEFs with enlarged meshwork faces (Supplemental Table S1C). We found a quantitative increase in face area over wt of 34% in terms of the overall distribution, along with an increase of face areas in the top 5th percentile ([Figure 4N](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}C). This increase in face area appears to be due to a 10% increase in the number of edges per face and a 7% increase in the mean edge length per face ([Figure 4, Q and T](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Similar to *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^MEFs, 130 of 224 nuclei imaged in *Lmna*^−*/*−^ MEFs, showed qualitative enlargement of the LB1/2 meshwork faces ([Figure 4, G--I](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Quantitatively, face areas in *Lmna*^−*/*−^ nuclei increased by 20% in scale over wt when comparing the distributions of wt and null nuclei in a representative sample (Supplemental Table S1C and [Figure 4M](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This increase in face area is distinct from that observed in *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^, as an increase in mean edge length (6%) contributed more than an increase in meshwork complexity (3%) measured as edges per face ([Figure 4, P and S](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, the face areas in *Lmnb2*^−*/*−^ MEFs were qualitatively similar to those in wt nuclei ([Figure 4, A--C and J--L](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Quantitatively, we observed an 8% increase in face area scaling ([Figure 4O](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Table S1C), which was predicted by a corresponding 3% increase in mean edge length per face ([Figure 4R](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and a 1% increase in edges per face ([Figure 4U](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) when comparing distributions. In summary, whereas all the meshworks observed from knockouts exhibited enlarged face areas, *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^ meshworks had the most dramatic change, with corresponding changes in both mean edge length and number of edges compared with the others. *Lmna*^−*/*−^ meshworks showed a more moderate increase in face area versus wild type, and this appears to be achieved mainly by increasing mean edge length per face scale, whereas *Lmnb2*^−*/*−^ meshworks showed the smallest increase in scale for all properties compared with the others versus wild type, with most of the change originating from increased mean edge length per face.

Because changes in face perimeter and related properties ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}C) could largely explain the increases in face area, this suggested that the shape of faces in the lamin-knockout nuclei were overall similar compared with wild type. Indeed, in examining circularity as a measure of shape, we saw that the distributions of shapes were unchanged, with all of the scaling factors near 1 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}C). However, circularity can be inaccurate due to the discretization of space for faces of small area. Eccentricity is another measure of face shape and more robustly measures how much a face deviates from a circle as it becomes more oblong. Whereas the overall scaling factors were consistent with the circularity analysis ([Figure 4, V--X](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), the eccentricity measure revealed differences in the lower tail of the distributions. Specifically, whereas wt LB1/2 meshworks contained a subset of faces with an almost circular shape (eccentricity near 0), the *Lmna*^−*/*−^ MEFs exhibited a smaller proportion of faces with an eccentricity value of \<0.2 ([Figure 4, G--I and V](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Overall, structural alterations of lamin meshworks in the knockout MEFs appear to be mainly effected by changes in the perimeter of faces through either the mean edge length or the number of edges per face. Which property is affected and to what degree depend on the lamin subtype removed. *Lmna*^−*/*−^ primarily alters mean edge length per face, whereas *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^ affects both properties. *Lmna*^−*/*−^ also changes the tail of the eccentricity such that faces are less likely to be circular. The relatively small change in *Lmnb2*^−*/*−^ is mediated mainly by a change in mean edge length per face. Because the shape distribution of the faces is mostly unchanged, these changes in face perimeter in turn translate into corresponding changes in face area ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}C and [Eq. 3](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

The overall similarities and differences between the meshworks under the different conditions can be visually summarized as a scatter plot of mean edge length per face versus number of edges per face ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Such a depiction is possible because 1) these two properties were the two most-varying properties between the different lamin isoforms and between wt and knockout MEFs, and 2) these two properties appear to vary independently of each other, and together they account for most of the observed variations in face area. For this scatter plot, we took native LA in wt cells as a reference, with mean edge length per face of 0.432 μm (median value) and number of edges per face of four (median value). Using these reference values and the q-q plot scaling factors ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), we then positioned all other lamins and conditions on the scatter plot. This strategy enabled us to overcome the discretization issues that confounded the detection of variations between the different lamins and conditions by direct calculation of their median number of edges per face. This scatter plot readily reveals the large effect that the knockout of LA or LB1 has on the remaining meshworks ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, blue x's) and the more subtle differences between the different lamins in wt cells (red circles) and between immunolabeled and overexpressed lamins (green squares). It also reveals the contribution of each of the two properties toward the observed variations.

![Summary of results. The mean edge length per face is plotted against the number of edges per face. The values are scaled according to the scaling factors in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, which were computed from a linear regression of the 25th to the 75th percentiles for each distribution. The median values for LA were used as a reference as indicated by the gray dashed lines. Example images are included and correspond to points indicated by the black arrows. Red circles indicate data from indirect immunofluorescence of MEFs in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S1. Green squares indicate mEmerald-lamin isoforms in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Blue x's indicate indirect immunofluorescence of MEFs and lamin-null MEFs in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Scale bars, 1 μm.](4075fig5){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

Using 3D-SIM and computational image analysis, we demonstrate that lamins A, C, B1, and B2 are each present as distinct meshworks within the lamina of MEF nuclei. Using a steerable line filter to process the 3D-SIM images, we performed segmentation analyses to reconstruct the lamin meshworks from complex images. These reconstructions provided quantitative information on edge length, face area, and edge connectivity forming the meshworks. The results demonstrate that the meshworks are remarkably similar in physical characteristics, with only small differences in the face sizes of each lamin isoform. We validated the segmentation of meshworks by comparing the endogenous lamin structures labeled with antibodies to the structures obtained by the ectopic expression of mEmerald-tagged lamins. The two methods yielded almost identical results for LB1 and very similar results for LB2, LA, and LC. In this regard, the sensitivity of the automated segmentation based on line filters was critical for revealing structure in images that by eye had no obvious meshworks, such as for antibody labeling of the LB2 and LC meshworks.

The distinct meshworks of the lamin isoforms in the lamina do not preclude interactions between the lamin meshworks. In fact, our findings of lamin meshwork changes in *Lmna*^−*/*−^ and *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^ null MEFs demonstrate that the meshwork properties of individual lamins depend on the presence of the other lamins. Cells lacking either LA/C or LB1 showed large alterations in the structure of the remaining meshworks, but the lack of LB2 had only minor effects on the remaining lamins. Our previous studies showed that the total lamin amount is critical for the formation of a dense lamin meshwork ([@B27]). The relatively minor effects of LB2 deletion on the remaining lamin meshworks could be due to a lower concentration of LB2 relative to the other isoforms or to compensation by the remaining lamin meshworks. Alternatively, it is possible that LB2 is simply not required for the proper structure of the other lamin meshworks. It is also not clear why only approximately half of the cells lacking LA/C or LB1 show alterations in meshwork structure. The possibilities include, but are not limited to, cell cycle differences, compensating protein expression, or the presence of different types of fibroblasts in the MEF population. Previous studies support the idea that the lamin meshworks interact and influence each other's behavior and structure. Partial silencing of lamin expression in cultured cells and gene knockouts in mice also lead to the formation of abnormally shaped nuclei and the formation of enlarged lamin meshwork structures ([@B68]; [@B70]; [@B64]; [@B27]). Laminopathy mutations in *LMNA* have also been shown to lead to the formation of enlarged lamin meshworks ([@B71]; [@B55]; [@B54]). These findings all support a model for lamina structure in which the individual lamin isoforms interact in some way and influence each other's structures. Identifying the factors responsible for assembling and maintaining lamin meshworks should be aided by our quantitative methods for analyzing lamin supramolecular structures.

In future studies, it will also be important to determine how the different lamin isoforms assemble into mainly distinct yet connected structures. Clues may be derived from studies of lamin assembly after mitosis. During mitotic prophase, the lamina and the rest of the NE disassemble, and their components are dispersed throughout the cell. Disassembly of the lamins is coupled to their phosphorylation at specific residues maintaining them in a nonpolymerized form ([@B53]). LB1 and LB2 remain associated with the nuclear membranes absorbed into the ER due to their farnesyl anchors, whereas LA and LC disperse into the cytoplasm. Studies of the reassembly of the lamina beginning in telophase suggest that the lamin isoform meshworks may assemble as separate structures. For example, in HeLa cells, some LA/C begins to accumulate at the "core" regions of chromosomes in close association with kinetochores during early telophase ([@B12]; [@B28]). In HeLa and other cells, the bulk of LA/C is only assembled at late telophase and early G1 after transport across the reformed NE is established ([@B53]; [@B12]; [@B28]). In contrast, LB1 and LB2 accumulate around daughter chromosomes with the nuclear membranes at late telophase in HeLa cells ([@B28]). These B-type lamins are excluded from core regions and are incorporated into the reforming lamina/NE much earlier than LA and LC ([@B53]). Less is known about the assembly of lamins during interphase. In early G1 phase, HeLa S3 cells contain regions of the NE devoid of NPCs called "pore-free islands" ([@B48]; [@B28]). These areas are enriched in LA and LC but devoid of LB1 and LB2 ([@B48]). These findings all support the idea that the lamin isoforms assemble into separate meshwork structures, and this separation may be driven by their different mechanisms of assembly after mitosis.

Although superresolution microscopy has enabled us to assemble a rather complete picture of lamin isoform supramolecular structure in mammalian somatic cell nuclei, light microscopy still lacks the resolution to allow determination of the fine structure of the meshworks. Early electron microscopic images of the nucleoplasmic-facing surface of *Xenopus* oocyte nuclei provided the best ultrastructural images of lamins in situ, revealing small regions of mesh-like structures of 10-nm filaments, with less-organized regions of interconnected filaments ([@B1]). However, oocytes express predominantly a single germ cell--specific B-type lamin, the structure of which may not reflect the structure of the multiple lamin isoforms expressed in somatic cells. Although 3D-SIM can realize subdiffraction resolution of ∼110--130 nm, this is not sufficient to determine the ultrastructure of the lamin fibers in our images. For example, we do not know whether the lamin fibers we can resolve are composed of one or more lamin protofilaments or bundles of protofilaments. In addition, we cannot determine how the four meshworks are arranged in the lamina region due to limitations in *Z*-axis resolution. For example, individual isoform meshworks could each occupy a distinct layer, presumably with the farnesylated B-type lamins being more closely associated with the inner nuclear membrane and the A-type lamins more proximal to the peripheral chromatin. Alternatively, the four meshworks could be highly interwoven as in a cloth made up of four different threads.

The structures of the lamin meshworks may have important implications for the mechanical properties of the lamina ([@B19]; [@B38]; [@B56]). Lamins A/C are believed to be responsible for the stiffness of the nucleus, and the loss of LA/C expression makes nuclei more susceptible to damage upon mechanical stress ([@B68]; [@B39]). On the other hand, changing the levels of B-type lamins has little or no effect on the mechanical properties of the nucleus. The similarities in the structures of the lamin meshworks described in this study cannot explain these differences. Adding to the complexity of the mechanical properties of lamins, the meshworks are also linked to the cytoskeleton across the nuclear membranes by their association with LINC complexes ([@B51]), to integral membrane proteins of the inner nuclear membrane ([@B4]), and to the chromatin underlying the NE ([@B25]; [@B75]). It will be of great interest to determine how altering lamin interactions with the cytoskeleton and chromatin affect, and in turn are affected by, the changing structure of the lamin meshworks. The methods we developed for the quantitative analysis of lamin meshworks will also enable us to begin to examine the role of posttranslational modifications to lamins, such as phosphorylation ([@B36]), and to the structural effect of the multitude of disease-causing lamin mutations ([@B64]).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive and quantitative superresolution study of the supramolecular structure of all lamin isoforms in the nuclear lamina of mammalian cells. This structural information is prerequisite to understanding not only normal lamin functions, but also their dysfunctions in the large number of human diseases caused by mutations in LMNA. These functions are wide ranging and include the regulation of chromatin organization and gene expression ([@B61]; [@B65]; [@B69]), cell mechanics ([@B11]; [@B16]; [@B32]), senescence ([@B49]; [@B69]; [@B63]; [@B18]), and DNA synthesis and damage repair ([@B44], [@B43]; [@B73]; [@B7], [@B8]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

DNA plasmids
------------

The plasmid used for immortalizing cells, pBabe-puro largeTcDNA (plasmid \#14088), and those used to express lamins for 3D-SIM (mEmerald-LaminA-C-18, plasmid \#54138; and mEmerald-LaminB1-10, plasmid \#54140) were obtained from Addgene (Cambridge, MA). The cDNA fragment encoding LB2 was amplified by PCR from pEGFP-LB2 ([@B53]) and inserted into mEmerald-C1 (plasmid \#53975; Addgene) using the InFusion HD cloning system (Clontech, Mountain View, CA). The cDNA fragment encoding LC was cut from pEGFP-myc-LC ([@B64]) and inserted into mEmerald-C1 cut with *Bsp*EI and *Bam*HI. All DNA constructs were verified by sequencing.

Cell culture and introduction of genes
--------------------------------------

Primary wt*, Lmna*^−*/*−^, *Lmnb1*^−*/*−^, and *Lmnb2*^−*/*−^ MEFs were cultured in modified DMEM (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 50 U/ml penicillin G, 50 μg/ml streptomycin sulfate (Life Technologies), and 20 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES; Corning, Corning, NY) at 3% O~2~ in a ProOx C21 incubator (Biospherix, Lacona, NY). MEFs were immortalized with SV40 large T antigen by retroviral transduction of the gene encoding the SV40 large T antigen as previously described ([@B63]). After selection with 2 μg/ml puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 3 d, immortalized MEFs were cultured in the growth medium without HEPES at 37°C in a humidified CO~2~ incubator. Wild-type MEFs were transfected with mEmerald-LA, LB1, LB2, and LC using Lipofectamine 3000 (Life Technologies) in accordance with the product manuals. Transfection efficiencies were ∼60%. Cells transiently expressing mEmerald-lamins were observed 48 h after transfection.

Indirect immunofluorescence
---------------------------

Cells were seeded on Gold Seal coverglasses (22 × 22 mm^2^, no. 1.5; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) for confocal microscopy and 3D-SIM. The cells were fixed with methanol for 10 min at −20°C. Lamins were stained with mouse monoclonal anti-LA (1:50; 133A2; Abcam, Cambridge, UK), rabbit polyclonal anti-LA (1:500; 323; [@B12]), goat polyclonal anti-LB1 (1:500; SC-6217; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX), and rabbit monoclonal LB2 (1:100; EPR9701(B); Abcam), mouse monoclonal anti-LC (1:50; EM-11; Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO), and rabbit polyclonal anti-LC (1:500; 321; [@B12]). The secondary antibodies used were donkey anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG)--Alexa Fluor 488, donkey anti-mouse IgG--Alexa Fluor 568, donkey anti-rabbit IgG--Alexa Fluor 488, donkey anti-rabbit IgG--Alexa Fluor 568, donkey anti-goat IgG--Alexa Fluor 488, and donkey anti-goat IgG--Alexa Fluor 568 (all 1:500; Life Technologies). DNA was stained with Hoechst 33258 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Processed coverslips were mounted on slides in 20 mM Tris-Cl (pH 9.0) with 50% glycerol and 1% *p*-phenylenediamine (Sigma-Aldrich) for confocal micro­scopy and ProLong Diamond antifade reagent (Life Technologies) for 3D-SIM.

Fluorescence microscopy
-----------------------

Confocal microscopy was carried with a Zeiss LSM 510 META microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with an oil immersion objective lens (PlanApochromat, 63×, 1.40 numerical aperture \[NA\]). 3D-SIM was carried out with a Nikon Structured Illumination Super-resolution Microscope System (Nikon N-SIM; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) using an oil immersion objective lens CFI SR (Apochromat TIRF 100×, 1.49 NA; Nikon). For 3D-SIM, 20 optical sections were taken at 50-nm intervals through the nuclear lamina region located at the face of the nucleus closest to the adherent surface of cells. For image reconstruction of 3D-SIM data, illumination modulation contrast, high-resolution noise suppression, and out-of-focus blur suppression were set with fixed values of 1, 0.75, and 0.15, respectively. For presentation, images were adjusted for brightness and contrast. Statistical values were determined using Student's *t* test. Color shifts in the *x*-, *y*-, and *z*-axes were corrected using MEFs into which TetraSpeck Fluorescent Microspheres (diameter 0.1 μm; Life Technologies) had been incorporated as described previously ([@B6]). Briefly, cells were incubated with TetraSpeck beads diluted 1:100 in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 10 min at 37°C in a humidified CO~2~ incubator. After a wash with PBS, these cells were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence with goat polyclonal anti-LB1 targeted with donkey anti-goat IgG--Alexa Fluor 488 and 568. Nikon Elements Advanced Research with an N-SIM module was used to reconstruct the structured illumination images.

Computing environment
---------------------

Analysis was conducted on a Linux computing platform (BioHPC; UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX). MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used as the base numerical computing package to analyze images and data. The Java library Bioformats was used to load images and metadata from the reconstructed Nikon ND2 files into MATLAB ([@B40]).

Initial meshwork segmentation
-----------------------------

Meshwork segmentation was conducted by using an optimized steerable line filter based on linear combinations of Gaussian derivatives up to the fourth order ([@B33]; Gaussian SD = 5 pixels = 158 nm based on empirical analysis of the images). Nonmaximal suppression (NMS; [@B9]) was applied to identify the center of each filtered curvilinear structure, representing a meshwork edge. Only edges made of at least five pixels and within the nucleus mask (described later) were retained. After this, each pixel in the surviving edges was classified by the number of other pixels in its eight-connected neighborhood. Pixels with two connected neighbors were in the middle of an edge, pixels with more than two connected neighbors were junctions (i.e., intersections of two or more edges), and pixels with only one connected neighbor were endpoints.

To close gaps in the edges at junctions, manifesting themselves as premature endpoints, the orientation at each endpoint was determined by locating the centroid of the last six pixels from the endpoint and determining the direction of the vector from the centroid to the endpoint. Edges were extended from their original endpoint in that direction until a junction was created with other edges. The extensions were done by using the Bresenham line extension algorithm to create a series of 20 candidate pixels to add to each prior endpoint ([@B5]). Candidate pixels were added one at a time to all edges in parallel and were no longer added to an edge once its endpoint became a junction. The average extension length was three pixels. After extension, edges that did not end at a junction were deleted by removing spur pixels until none existed. The resulting connected meshwork was then skeletonized.

To simplify meshwork junctions to single pixels, short edges containing two pixels or less were reclassified as being part of a junction. The centroid of the connected junction pixels was determined and set as the junction location. At the same time, the original junction pixels were removed, creating temporary endpoints for the edges involved. These endpoints were then extended using the Bresenham line extension algorithm to the new junction location ([@B5]). This resulted in edges that started and ended at single-pixel junctions.

Edge auditing to produce final meshwork
---------------------------------------

Edges were audited in a multistep process in order to ensure that they matched well with the underlying lamin signal:Any edges extending beyond the mask of the nucleus were removed, as the gap-closing procedure may have exceeded the mask.Spurious edges without any associated enclosed faces were deleted.For initial assessment of alignment of edges with the lamin signal and faces with areas devoid of lamin signal we calculated a metric for each face and its edges by 1) performing a Euclidean distance transform on the binary image with edge pixels marked as 1 and all other pixels marked as 0, 2) multiplying this distance by the intensity, and then 3) calculating the mean product per face. This was performed on the flattened image intensity (described in separate section later) to treat all faces similarly regardless of the global intensity variations. Smaller values of this metric indicate that the pixels in the middle of the face, farther away from the edge, have lower intensities, as they should. Edges were then individually deleted, and the metric for the new face (created by combining the two faces on either side of the edge) was calculated. If it was smaller than the minimum value of the metric for the two former faces, the edge was permanently removed, as this meant the new face had a better quality than either of the former faces.Edges were audited based on their mean intensity to eliminate dim edges that are most likely false positives. Specifically, a fluorescence intensity threshold was determined as the value at which the difference between the cumulative distribution functions of the intensities located within the nucleus mask and outside the mask was maximal. Edges were then required to have a mean intensity of at least half this threshold.Edges were audited based on the variation of intensity along their length to distinguish between true positive edges, expected to have a relatively uniform intensity, and false positive edges, expected to have highly fluctuating intensities. For this, the normalized intensity range of an edge was calculated as the difference between its maximum and minimum intensities divided by its mean intensity. A unimodal threshold of this normalized range for all edges was calculated by the Rosin algorithm ([@B60]), and edges with a normalized range below this threshold were retained.We sought to classify pixels as low or high intensity with respect to their local area. For this, two thresholds were used to classify pixels within the nucleus based on the flattened image intensity. 1) A threshold (*T*~Otsu~) based on Otsu's method ([@B57]) was determined from the intensity distribution across the whole image. 2) A second, lower threshold (*T*~mask~) was generated as in step 4 based on comparing the intensity distributions inside versus outside the nucleus. We then used these thresholds to apply a criterion that each edge should contain at least the same proportion of high-intensity pixels as the proportion of high-intensity pixels in the nucleus. The proportion of high-intensity pixels in the lamina (*P*~nucleus~) was defined as the fraction of pixels within the nucleus mask with intensity greater than *T*~Otsu~, as *T*~Otsu~ was derived without prior information about the nucleus mask. The proportion of each edge greater than *T*~mask~ (*P*~edge~) was then evaluated for comparison since edges are necessarily contained within the nucleus. Edges with *P*~edge~ \< *P*~nucleus~ were then deleted.For final assessment of alignment of edges with the lamin signal and faces with areas devoid of lamin signal, step 3 was repeated, as the removal of edges by steps 4--6 might generate a new landscape of faces, allowing for more edges to be removed improving quality further. In this final evaluation, an edge was removed if its deletion resulted in a face with a metric smaller than or equal to the minimum value of the metric for the two former faces, thus avoiding oversegmentation of the meshwork.

Cell nucleus mask
-----------------

A mask for the cell nucleus was created by using hysteresis thresholding between the 90th and 75th percentiles of the nonzero pixels in the NMS. Morphological closing by a disk with a radius of 10 pixels, filling, and opening with a disk with a radius of 50 pixels were used to create a binary image without holes. The largest connected component of the image covering \<70% of the image was selected as the mask for the nucleus. Nuclei consuming \>70% of the image were excluded from meshwork segmentation and analysis since there would be insufficient background pixels to determine thresholds for auditing.

Image intensity flattening
--------------------------

To evaluate how well edges contrasted with their local neighborhood while being adaptive to global differences in intensity, long-range background variations were removed. This allowed us to minimize false-positive segmentation of out-of-focus fluorescence. Specifically, images were filtered with a Gaussian of SD = 10 pixels, and then the images were divided by the response to create a flattened image.

Meshwork property characterization and comparison
-------------------------------------------------

Meshwork properties were calculated by evaluating the properties of the component edges, junctions, and faces. Many properties, such as edge length, face area, and face eccentricity, were available by encoding these structures as connected components and using the built-in MATLAB command regionprops. For example, eccentricity is a measure of shape that is 0 for a circle or 1 for a line segment. The number of edges per face was calculated to ensure that the counted edges actually enclose each face as follows: Dilate the face by a square structure element with a width of five pixels.Identify candidate edges that overlay the dilated face.Identify the junctions associated with each candidate edge.Count the number of candidate edges that meet at each junction.Eliminate from candidacy the edges where they are the only edge associated with a junction.Eliminate from candidacy the edges whose midpoints do not overlay the dilated face.Accept the remaining edge candidates.

Properties were aggregated for multiple cells in the same condition to create sample distributions, which were then compared. When comparing distributions of properties of lamin meshworks in wild-type cells, the compared distributions originated from the same set of cells. When comparing distributions between wild-type cells and mutants, distributions derived from the same label were compared.

The q-q plots were used to visually depict these comparisons using the built-in q-q plot MATLAB function at the specified percentiles. The plots were further annotated to more clearly indicate the median of each distribution. In addition, a least-squares linear regression was performed to determine the slope of the line that best fit the 25th through 75th percentiles, which was then used to annotate the graph. Generally, a slope of 1 indicates equal distributions. Slopes differing from 1 indicate that the distribution on the *x*-axis could be scaled by this slope to match the distribution on the *y*-axis.
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